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Abstract
The crystal structure and phase transition of the perovskite La(Mg1/2Ti1/2)O3 (LMT) have been
investigated using high-resolution neutron powder diffraction in the temperature range
60–1414 K. Between 1246 and 1310 K LMT undergoes the monoclinic-to-rhombohedral
(P21/n–R3̄) crossover required by Landau theory to be a first order. The temperature
dependences of the unit cell parameters and the octahedral tilt angles suggest a discontinuous
phase transition. Specific variations of both the metal–oxygen bond lengths and the octahedra
volume in LMT are correlated with the dielectric anomalies observed in the same temperature
ranges. The uncommon dielectric behaviour in the vicinity of room temperature has been
interpreted in terms of deformations of the TiO6 octahedra which change their polarizability and
thereby contribute to the dielectric response of LMT. It is believed that in spite of a generally
negligible effect, such a contribution to the relative permittivity can occur in compositions
containing oxygen octahedra as structural elements.

1. Introduction

Complex oxides with a perovskite structure are commonly
considered as promising parent compositions for development
of microwave resonators and filters. In order to optimize
these materials for microwave applications, high values
of both relative permittivity (εr) and quality factor (Q at
the resonant frequency f0) as well as a near-zero value
of temperature coefficient of the resonant frequency (τf)
should be achieved [1]. However, these fundamental
parameters are inter-related and high-εr perovskites ordinarily
demonstrate lossy and temperature dependent dielectric
behaviour. Moreover, there is no rigorous criterion to predict
dielectric properties of particular perovskite compounds and
solid solutions in the gigahertz frequency range. As one of
a few, the empirical relationship established by Reaney et al
[2] expresses the crystal structure transformations involving an

oxygen octahedral tilting in terms of the geometrical tolerance
factor (t). Colla et al have shown [3], that such transformations
govern both the magnitude of εr and its temperature variation.
The temperature coefficient of permittivity (τε) is related to τf

as τf = −[ 1
2τε + αL], where αL is the linear thermal expansion

coefficient [3, 4]. Thus, both phase transitions and variations
of thermal expansion can affect the fundamental microwave
characteristics of perovskite dielectrics.

Lanthanum magnesium titanate, La(Mg1/2Ti1/2)O3 (LMT),
was found to have ultra-high Q-factor (the highest value
reported—16110 at f0 = 7.1 GHz [5]) and a moderate rela-
tive permittivity. The value of εr reported by different authors
varies between 27 and 33 (references [6] and [7], respectively).
Similarly, the temperature coefficient of the resonant frequency
was measured to be −65 and −100 ppm K−1 according to Cho
et al [8] and Negas et al [7]. Whatever the case, the measured
τf values are too far from a zero value. This drawback does not
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allow using LMT itself in microwave devices. A doping or sub-
stitution with an adequate composition is required. In this way,
the LMT-based perovskite solid solutions with promising mi-
crowave characteristics have been obtained [5, 6, 9, 10]. At the
same time, the above-mentioned spread in values of the dielec-
tric parameters has initiated more detailed investigations of lan-
thanum magnesium titanate. Our preliminary studies of dielec-
tric response of LMT have revealed an uncommon temperature
variation of both the relative permittivity measured at radio-
frequency and the dielectric loss extrapolated from far infrared
spectra in the vicinity of room temperature. The dielectric
anomalies observed over a wide frequency range certainly sug-
gest structure transition(s) which can affect the phonon spec-
trum of LMT.

In spite of a low value of the tolerance factor (t = 0.945),
the crystal structure of LMT is not very distorted. Both the
in-phase and anti-phase octahedral rotations (tilts) effectively
compensate atomic size mismatch and, as a result, XRD
reflections of LMT are only slightly split. This is why the
crystal structure symmetry of LMT was a matter of discussion
for a long time. The structure of lanthanum magnesium titanate
was refined as cubic Pa3 [11], orthorhombic Pnma [12]
and finally monoclinic P21/n [13]. At the present time it is
accepted that at room temperature LMT has the monoclinic
symmetry with the rocksalt-type ordering between Mg2+ and
Ti4+ cations and the a−b+a− octahedral tilting (in Glazer’s
notation [14]) [15, 16]. A recent transmission electron
microscopy study has not disproved the monoclinic P21/n
symmetry of LMT [17]. At the same time, indications of
the high strain fields were revealed in this compound at
room temperature [17]. Unfortunately, a laboratory XRD is
not sensitive enough to judge the actual oxygen sublattice
configuration and its variation with temperature. It should
also be noted that no high-resolution diffraction study has
been performed so far on this perovskite composition at any
temperature.

It is known that increasing temperature or increasing the
tolerance factor t generally results in the same effect. Thus, the
data on structure instability and/or phase transitions in LMT
(namely, their origin and the temperature ranges where these
phenomena occur) are not only of fundamental interest. Based
on these data, compositional variation of crystal structure
and thereby dielectric properties of many LMT-based solid
solutions can be predicted.

In this work, high-resolution neutron diffraction experi-
ments on the perovskite LMT at particular temperature ranges
have been performed. The obtained data are analysed in respect
of the oxygen octahedral tilts and distortions and discussed in
relation to the dielectric anomalies observed within the same
temperature ranges.

2. Experimental details

Ceramic samples of LMT were prepared using the powders
obtained by a chemical route [18] based on the Pechini
method. This non-conventional route has been shown to allow
producing nano-size powders as the starting material for fine-
grain, homogeneous ceramics [5, 6]. In order to achieve the

highest density, pellets of 20 mm in diameter and about 2 mm
thick were uniaxially pressed into discs, placed on a platinum
foil, and sintered in air at 1870 K. The sintering time was
4 h, heating and cooling rates did not exceed 10 K min−1.
For dielectric measurements, cylindrical samples of 10 mm
in diameter and 8–10 mm length were isostatically pressed at
200 MPa and sintered under the same conditions.

The samples destined for diffraction experiments were
ground with mortar and pestle. XRD characterization of phase
content and crystal structure of sintered LMT were performed
with Rigaku D/MAX-B diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation, tube
power 40 kV, 30 mA, graphite monochromator, receiving slit
of 0.15 mm, angular range 10◦ < 2θ < 120◦, step of 0.02◦,
and exposition of 10 s/step) at room temperature. Neutron
diffraction patterns were recorded using the fine-resolution
powder diffractometer (FIREPOD-E9) with incident neutrons
of wavelength λ = 1.797 Å at the Berlin Neutron Scattering
Center (BENSC). Data were collected over the angular range
0◦ < 2θ < 160◦. Low-temperature experiments (60–290 K)
were performed in an Orange Standard helium cryostat (OS).
A high temperature furnace (HTF) was used between 295 and
1420 K. The obtained data were refined by the Rietveld method
using the FULLPROF suite [19].

The samples for radio-frequency dielectric investigations
were polished to form disks of about 0.5 mm thick, electroded
with platinum paste, and annealed at 1270 K for 2 h.
Dielectric permittivity and loss tangent were measured as a
function of temperature within a frequency range 102–106 Hz
using a Precision LCR metre (HP 4284A). The measurements
were performed on both heating and cooling with a rate of
1.5 K min−1 using an environment chamber (Delta Design
9023, 95–480 K) and a furnace (300–650 K). The room-
temperature permittivity, Q-factor and resonant frequency of
the cylindrical samples were estimated by an adaptation of the
Hakki–Coleman method [20, 21] using a 10 MHz–20 GHz
Scalar Analyzer (IFR 6823). The τf values were evaluated by
measuring a temperature variation of the resonant frequency
on cooling between 230 and 300 K with a rate of 2 K min−1.
The measurements were carried out in an oxygen-free cavity of
high-conductivity copper, cooled by a CTI Cryogenics Model
22 refrigerator.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal structure

It was verified by XRD that single-phase perovskite LMT
is obtained under the above-mentioned sintering conditions.
The monoclinic perovskite structure was identified by
visual inspection and comparison with the room-temperature
diffraction patterns of LMT reported by Avdeev et al [15].
Indeed, using the collected XRD data, the monoclinic crystal
structure (P21/n space group) was successfully refined with
the unit cell parameters a = 5.5640(2) Å, b = 5.5765(2) Å,
c = 7.8667(3) Å, β = 90.044(8)◦. These parameters
have been found to be in excellent agreement with those most
recently ascribed to perovskite LMT by Vanderah et al [16].

The temperature range of interest was designated from
the anomalous-like behaviour of the dielectric response of
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LMT in the vicinity of room temperature. Another range
was chosen to cover an expected interval of the first-
order phase transition estimated from compositional variation
of both structure and dielectric parameters in LMT-based
perovskite solid solutions [22, 23]. Therefore, detailed (by
short temperature steps) neutron diffraction experiments were
performed between 170 and 330 K as well as over 1246–
1414 K. Supplementary temperature points (60, 700 and
900 K) were also involved in the data collection in order
to complete the picture of the temperature evolution of the
structure parameters.

Representative parts of the neutron diffraction patterns
of LMT at particular temperatures are shown in figure 1.
The superlattice reflections arising from B-site cation ordering
(1/2 1/2 1/2), antiparallel displacements of A-site cations—
1/2{even, even, odd}, in-phase octahedral tilting— 1/2{odd,
odd, even}, and anti-phase tilting— 1/2{odd, odd, odd} (h +
k + l > 3) are clearly seen testifying to the monoclinic
P21/n symmetry of LMT at lower temperatures. (Hereafter,
the indexing is presented in the primitive perovskite unit
cell.) It should be noted that these reflections are generally
more intense than those observed in the respective XRD
patterns. Increasing temperature results in degeneration
of the superlattice reflections associated with A-cation
displacement and in-phase tilting ((1 1/2 0)/(3/2 1 0) and
(3/2 1/2 0)/(3/2 1/21) in figure 1, respectively). These
reflections were revealed to decrease gradually above room
temperature and vanish between 1246 and 1310 K. At the
same time, no visible variation of the intensities of other
superlattice peaks has been observed. This suggests that only
in-phase rotations of the oxygen octahedra disappear in this
temperature range. Hence, possible anti-phase tilted systems
proposed by a group-theoretical analysis for the B-cation
1:1 ordered (double) perovskites [24] were then considered.
Taking into account that increasing temperature does not
lower the crystal symmetry, a−b0a− (monoclinic I 2/m),
a0a0c− (tetragonal I 4/m), and a−a−a− (rhombohedral R3̄)
are the only candidates. Therefore, the diffraction patterns
of LMT within 60–1246 K were refined with the monoclinic
P21/n space group; the three anti-phase tilted systems were
attempted for the data collected at 1310 K and above. Direct
temperature transition between the monoclinic P21/n and
the tetragonal I 4/m phases has been observed in Sr-based
tungstate perovskites [25, 26]. However, the case of P21/n–
I 4/m crossover in LMT was eliminated at the initial stage of
the analysis. Inspection of the diffraction pattern recorded at
1310 K has revealed that the profiles of the most indicative
fundamental reflections, such as (hhh) and (h00), could not be
described adequately using a tetragonal metric of the primitive
perovskite unit cell. Indeed, a refinement with I 4/m space
group has not yielded any acceptable result.

One could expect that the likely temperature-induced
transition observed in LMT is a transformation from the
a−b+a− tilt configuration to a−b0a−. A continuous transition
P21/n–I 2/m has recently been reported for some barium
double perovskites [27, 28]. At the same time, a first-order
crossover to the rhombohedral R3̄ phase is also allowed [24].
It was possible to refine the diffraction data on LMT at

Figure 1. Neutron diffraction patterns of LMT recorded over the
temperature range 60–1414 K. The peaks with fractional indexing
are the superstructure reflections indicating Mg/Ti ordering (�),
antiparallel La displacement (◦), in-phase octahedral tilting (�), and
anti-phase octahedral tilting (�). The peak near 43◦ (�) is reflection
from the heating element of HTF, and has been excluded from the
refinement.

1310 K with either I 2/m or R3̄ space group. The latter
provided a better fit in respect of both the description of the
diffraction profiles and the values of the reliability factors:
I 2/m: Rp = 4.47%, Rwp = 5.75%, χ2 = 2.11; R3̄:
Rp = 3.99%, Rwp = 5.06%, χ2 = 1.62. Thus, the
high-resolution diffraction patterns recorded below 1246 K
and above 1310 K have successfully been refined using
the monoclinic P21/n space group (tilt system a−b+a−)
and the rhombohedral R3̄ (a−a−a−), respectively (figure 2).
Typical values of the structure parameters of LMT at the
lowest and highest available temperatures are listed in table 1.
The refinement has also revealed that the Mg/Ti ordering
rate remains essentially unchanged (∼94%) over the whole
temperature range under study. The order-disorder (Fm3̄m–
Pm3̄m) transition temperature for LMT was estimated by
Levin et al [22] to be about 1900 K—well above the highest
temperature applied in our study.

3.2. Phase transition and tilting/distortion of the oxygen
octahedra

Based on the refined structure data and the unit cell relations
reported in [10], the parameters of the primitive perovskite
unit cell of LMT have been calculated. Their temperature
variation is shown in figure 3. The P21/n–R3̄ phase transition
is required by Landau theory to be a first-order [24]. Indeed,
a discontinuity in the temperature dependence of the unit
cell parameters is observed in the vicinity of the crossover.
The temperature variation of the primitive perovskite unit cell
volume (Vp) has also been found to testify to a discontinuous
character of the transition. Figure 4 represents the average
parameter of the unit cell (āp = V 1/3

p ) as a function of
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Figure 2. Observed (◦), calculated (solid line), and difference
(below) patterns of the neutron diffraction data along with the
calculated peak positions (vertical bars) at 1246 K (refined in space
group P21/n, top panel) and 1310 K (R3̄, bottom panel).

temperature. As seen, the āp(T ) plot changes its slope between
1246 and 1310 K indicating a jump in the value of the linear
thermal expansion coefficient (10.0 and 15.9 ppm K−1 below
and above the transition, respectively).

The temperature variation of the unit cell parameters is not
straightforward even within the range of the same (monoclinic
P21/n) crystal symmetry of LMT (figure 3). It concerns
mainly the unit cell angles; in particular, βp. Between 900
and 1246 K ap becomes less than bp; at the same time,
in this temperature range these parameters are very close in
magnitude. As a result, the crystal structure of LMT at 1246 K
looks similar to rhombohedral. Nevertheless, an attempt to
refine the model P21/n + R3̄ has yielded a negligible amount
of the rhombohedral phase in LMT at this temperature. The
anomalous-like state of LMT at 1246 K seems to be a result
of some pre-organization effect(s) when approaching the first-
order phase transition. Unfortunately, no diffraction data
within the range 900–1246 K were collected and thus we
cannot conclude unambiguously on a nature of this state.

In general, a drastic variation of the unit cell parameters
does not always reflect actual phase transition. A similar
phenomenon was observed for both compositional and
temperature variations of cell parameters in several perovskite

Figure 3. Primitive perovskite unit cell parameters (ap, bp, cp and αp,
βp, γp) of LMT as a function of temperature. The solid lines are
guides to the eye.

systems [10, 26, 27]. Zhou et al [26] attributed this to a
change in the lattice strain not associated with structure phase
transition. It should be noted that the non-monotonic variation
of the unit cell angles of LMT occurs at the same temperature
range (in the vicinity of 1000 K) where the metric of the
primitive perovskite unit cell looks a near-cubic (ap = cp = bp,
αp = γp ≈ βp ≈ 90◦). Whatever the case, this phenomenon
certainly needs a detailed analysis.

Slowing down of the temperature variation of the unit
cell parameters (ap, bp and āp) observed below about 300 K
(figures 3 and 4) is due to the quantum effect resulting
in the saturation of thermal expansion of solids at low
temperatures [29]. Such saturation behaviour of temperature
dependence of a lattice parameter can be described by [29]:

a = a0 + a1θS coth

(
θS

T

)
. (1)

The āp(T ) dependence for the temperature range of the
monoclinic phase has been found to follow well equation (1)
with the saturation temperature θS ∼ 250 K (figure 4).

The angles of the in-phase (ψ) and anti-phase (φ) oxygen
octahedra rotations in LMT were calculated from the refined
atomic coordinates using the formulae given in [28]. In
a double perovskite, A(B′

1/2B′′
1/2)O3, the tilt angles of the

B′O6 and B′′O6 octahedra are related in the inverse ratio of
the B′–O and B′′–O bond lengths [28]. Thus the change
in tilt angles is governed by change in the respective bond
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Table 1. Representative structure parameters for two distinct phases of La(Mg1/2Ti1/2)O3 obtained from Rietveld refinement of the neutron
diffraction data.

Atom Site x y z Biso (Å
2
) Occupation

La 4e 0.4959(23) 0.5313(5) 0.2508(14) 0.22(4) 1
Mg1 2d 0.5 0 0 0.15(10) 0.942(3)
Ti1 2d 0.5 0 0 0.15(10) 0.058(3)
Ti2 2c 0 0.5 0 0.07(12) 0.942(3)
Mg2 2c 0 0.5 0 0.07(12) 0.058(3)
O1 4e 0.2723(14) 0.2895(16) 0.0371(13) 0.32(15) 1
O2 4e 0.2062(12) 0.7768(16) 0.0418(12) 0.09(13) 1
O3 4e 0.5773(11) 0.9855(9) 0.2532(12) 0.49(9) 1

B11 (Å
2
) B22 (Å

2
) B33 (Å

2
) B12 (Å

2
) B13 (Å

2
) B23 (Å

2
)

La 0.005(2) 0.0003(1) 0.0003(5) −0.002(2) 0.0037(15) 0.0006(1)
O1 0.002(3) 0.0028(28) 0.0015(17) 0.0096(24) −0.0011(18) −0.0025(19)
O2 −0.0046(26)a 0.0054(34) −0.0015(16)a 0.0067(23) −0.0030(15) −0.0009(2)
O3 0.0005(2) 0.0112(25) 0.0001(1) −0.002(1) 0.0029(22) 0.0025(25)

T = 60 K, space group P21/n, cell parameters: a = 5.5531(3) Å, b = 5.5654(3) Å,
c = 7.8483(4) Å, β = 90.077(7)◦, reliability factors: Rp = 4.52%, Rwp = 6.14%, χ2 = 1.83

La 6c 0 0 0.2510(3) 2.37(5) 1
Mg1 3a 0 0 0 1.52(12) 0.948(2)
Ti1 3a 0 0 0 1.52(12) 0.052(2)
Ti2 3b 0 0 0.5 1.25(19) 0.948(2)
Mg2 3b 0 0 0.5 1.25(19) 0.052(2)
O 18 f 0.3210(9) 0.1044(5) 0.4181(3) 3.31(7) 1

B11 (Å
2
) B22 (Å

2
) B33 (Å

2
) B12 (Å

2
) B13 (Å

2
) B23 (Å

2
)

La 0.0188(5) 0.0188(5) 0.0031(2) 0 0 0
O 0.0273(13) 0.0383(17) 0.0048(1) 0.0158(15) 0.0056(3) 0.0033(6)

T = 1414 K, space group R3̄, cell parameters: a = 5.6396(2) Å, c = 13.7371(5) Å,
reliability factors: Rp = 3.78%, Rwp = 4.94%, χ2 = 1.56

a The obtained negative values of B11 and B33 are not statistically significant.

lengths. The difference between the tilt angles of the MgO6
and TiO6 octahedra in LMT was found to be mainly minor and
regular, although small variations of ψ(MgO6) and ψ(TiO6)

in opposite way were detected in some temperature ranges. In
order to clarify the general temperature trend of the tilt angles,
their average values were considered. Details on the specific
behaviour of the Mg–O and Ti–O bond lengths will be given
below.

It is known that the octahedral tilt angle can be regarded
as the order parameter (Q) [30]. The temperature variation of
Q in the vicinity of a continuous phase transition (T � TC,
TC—the transition temperature) is ordinarily given by

Q2 ∝ 1 − T

TC
. (2)

Another form of the Q(T ) dependence allows for a low-
temperature saturation effect [29, 31]:

Q2 ∝ 1 − 1

TC

(
θS coth

(
θS

T

))
. (3)

Equation (3) transforms to equation (2) when T � θS. A
continuous phase transition involving the oxygen octahedra
tilting can be either a second-order (tilt angle is the order
parameter) or a tricritical in nature (square angle is the order
parameter) [30].

The average values of the tilt angles versus temperature are
represented in figure 4. The expected phase transition from the
rhombohedral R3̄ to the cubic Fm3̄m phase in LMT [22] is
associated with a continuous disappearance of the anti-phase
octahedral tilting [24]. TC of this transition (∼1750 K) has
been estimated from the compositional behaviour of crystal
structure in the LMT-based solid solutions [22]. Since the
data were only available for the anti-phase tilt angle at lower
temperatures, including the range where quantum saturation
is expected, we fitted φ(T ) with equation (3), φ ≡ Q
(figure 4). It has been shown above that the phase transition
revealed in the range of 1246–1310 K (monoclinic, ψ 	=
0—rhombohedral, ψ = 0) appears to be a first-order.
Nevertheless, the observed temperature variation of the in-
phase tilt angle in LMT was also fitted using both ψ and ψ2

as Q. It is seen from figure 4, a discontinuous character of
the P21/n–R3̄ structure transformation is evidently confirmed
by the temperature variation of ψ(T ) in the vicinity of the
crossover. The in-phase tilt angle gets abruptly a zero value
that is typical of a first-order phase transition.

Magnitude of the anti-phase tilt angle in LMT in the
saturation range (see figure 4) is very close to that reported
for the B-site ordered perovskite BaBiO3 (Ba2Bi3+Bi5+O6):
φ ∼ 12◦ estimated in the region of its monoclinic phase P21/n
at 4.2 K [28]. Regarding the in-phase tilt angle, it is about
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the average parameter of the
primitive perovskite unit cell (āp = V 1/3

p , top) fitted with equation (1)
(solid line). Temperature variations of the in-phase (ψ ) and
anti-phase (φ) tilt angles (bottom) fitted with equation (3)—ψ and φ
as the order parameters (solid lines), and equation (2)—ψ 2 as the
order parameter (dashed line).

7◦ for LMT versus ψ ∼ 3.5◦ for BaBiO3. One should note,
however, that in-phase tilting in the latter disappears at much
lower temperature (TC ≈ 140 K). When the anti-phase tilt axis
switches discontinuously from [110]p to [111]p at the P21/n–
R3̄ crossover in LMT, only a little change in the φ value takes
place (figure 4). It is similar to that reported for BaBiO3,
although such switching in the latter occurs through the I 2/m–
R3̄ transition [28].

The obtained results confirm that LMT undergoes the
first-order phase transition from the monoclinic P21/n to the
rhombohedral R3̄ structure without an intermediate phase.
Many of double perovskites with a relatively small A-site
cation adopt the monoclinic P21/n structure [24, 32], since
the respective a−b+a− tilt configuration is often the most
stable at low temperatures [33]. Different sequences of the
structure transformations from the monoclinic P21/n to the
highest symmetry cubic Fm3̄m phase were revealed in such
perovskites. The series P21/n–I 2/m–R3̄–Fm3̄m [28] and
P21/n–I 4/m–Fm3̄m [25, 26] seem the most natural and
complete [24]. Nevertheless, other series of the transitions are
also known; specifically, that via C2/c (a0b+c−) and P4/mcm
(a0a0c+) [34]. In some cases the structure transformations
occur without either the intermediate R3̄ [27] or I 2/m phase
(as with LMT). Direct P21/n–Fm3̄m crossover has also

been reported [35]. As mentioned in Introduction, the phase
transitions involving the oxygen octahedra rotations generally
exert influence on the fundamental dielectric parameters
of perovskite systems. A number of such systems have
already been studied in respect of the structure transitions;
nevertheless, a generalization of their possible sequences in
terms of the properties of the particular atoms involved (size,
oxidation state etc) has not been performed yet. It is certainly
a matter of the systematic investigation.

Along with the tilt angles, the temperature variations of
the bond lengths in LMT were also evaluated. As known,
the coordination number (CN) of the A-site cation in the
ideal perovskite structure is 12. In non-cubic perovskites, the
respective structure distortions result in a smaller CN [33].
It has been found that CN of La in LMT is changed in the
temperature interval close to room temperature. In particular,
when T � 210 K the first coordination sphere around
lanthanum includes eight oxygen anions. The coordination
number is eight again at 250 K, while for T � 290 K
it is invariably nine regardless of the P21/n–R3̄ crossover.
Owing to the distorted structure of LMT, it was difficult to
elucidate the temperature behaviour of each of the twelve
La–O distances. At the same time, we found that the
temperature variation of the average value of the La–O bond
lengths is very similar to the āp(T ) dependence (see figure 4).
Correspondingly, the bond valence sum (BVS) of lanthanum
demonstrates a general trend to decrease with temperature.
Nevertheless, some scatter of the BVS values in the vicinity of
room temperature and a small jump associated with the first-
order phase transition are also observed. BVS of La in LMT
at 295 K is 2.77(5), slightly farther from the ideal valence than
that reported for the isostructural perovskite La(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3

(LZT) which presents 2.928 at room temperature [36].
The oxygen octahedra are known to constitute the

framework of the perovskite structure. As a result, in an
individual BO6 octahedron, differences between the B–O bond
lengths and their temperature variations are incomparably
smaller than the observed for the A–O distances [28]. Indeed,
the average B–O bond lengths in LMT have been revealed
to be essentially temperature independent: 2.066(8) Å and
1.955(3) Å for Mg–O and Ti–O, respectively (cf 2.0909 Å and
1.9545 Å for Zn–O and Ti–O in LZT [36]). The corresponding
BVS for Mg/Ti are 2.19(4)/4.12(5) over the whole temperature
range investigated. At the same time, the ranges of a specific
behaviour of the metal–oxygen distances in the MgO6 and
TiO6 octahedra are observed around both room temperature
and the phase transition. Figure 5 shows the temperature
variations of the Ti–O bond lengths in LMT. It should be noted
that the changes in the respective Mg–O and Ti–O distances
occur in the anti-phase manner. It was also estimated that
in the vicinity of room temperature the volume of the TiO6

octahedra varies within 0.9%, whereas it jumps by 1.7% at
the discontinuous P21/n–R3̄ phase transition (figure 5). For
the MgO6 octahedra (not shown) these variations are 1.0 and
0.6%, respectively. At the same time, the difference between
the values of the TiO6 octahedra volume at the lowest and the
highest temperatures applied (60 and 1414 K) is only ∼0.1%.
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Figure 5. The Ti–O bond lengths and the TiO6 octahedra volume in
LMT as a function of temperature.

3.3. Dielectric behaviour

The relatively high permittivity of non-ferroelectric per-
ovskites is commonly associated with cations of the transition
metals of IV–VI groups (such as Ti4+, Nb5+, W6+) inside the
oxygen octahedra [37–39]. Due to their specific electronic con-
figuration and the chemical bound involving these cations, the
respective metal–oxygen octahedra possess the essential polar-
izability and in applied fields they behave as the linked polar
entities [40]. In LMT the TiO6 octahedra are certainly such
polar units.

It has experimentally been proved that the oxygen
octahedra rotations in perovskites affect both the dielectric
permittivity and its temperature variation [2, 3]. In its turn,
it alters the value of their temperature coefficient of the
resonant frequency [41]. Hence the first-order phase transition
(P21/n–R3̄) in LMT is also expected to result in a change
of τf, although a direct confirmation based on dielectric
measurements is hardly possible because of too high TC. As
observed, this phase transition is associated with the distinctive
variations of the B–O distances and the BO6 octahedra volume
(figure 5). It is also seen that these parameters demonstrate
specific temperature behaviour between about 170 and 300 K.
A character of deformation of the octahedra changes within
this temperature interval: the longer Ti–O bond length gets the
shortest and vice versa. Moreover, this is the range where the
TiO6 octahedra volume reaches the maximal value.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of relative permittivity (εr)
measured at 1 MHz for the (1 − x)LMT–xNMT ceramics. (Open
symbols and solid lines represent experimental data and linear fit,
respectively. The gradual deviation from the linear dependence
observed in some mixed compositions with increasing temperature
above ∼400 K is attributed to the thermo-activated hopping
conduction of localized charges).

Radio-frequency dielectric measurements on LMT were
performed along with the ceramics of the LaxNd1−x(Mg1/2
Ti1/2)O3 system [42]. Neodymium magnesium titanate (NMT)
and LMT are isostructural perovskites [43] and the crystal
structure of their solid solutions is entirely described using
the same P21/n space group. Figure 6 shows the relative
permittivity of the (1 − x)LMT–xNMT ceramics measured as
a function of temperature at 1 MHz. No substantial anomalies
are detected over the presented temperature interval for all the
compositions under study, except for that with x = 0 (pure
LMT). For this composition the deviation of εr(T ) from the
linearity is ∼2.5% (at about 285 K). It should be pointed that
the anomaly is observed at the temperature range where no
real phase transition occurs. In spite of the essential structure
similarity of the end members, the compositional variations of
both εr and τf for LMT–NMT are non-linear and even non-
monotonic (figure 7). Since no structural transition has been
observed for all the compositions of the system (at least, within
the temperature range where these dielectric parameters were
estimated), one could expect a near-linear dependence of τf on
εr [4, 41]. This has actually been found to be the case for most
of the compositions; nevertheless, the point associated with
LMT evidently falls out from the trend (figure 8). All these
facts suggest again a particular dielectric behaviour of LMT in
the vicinity of room temperature.

Let us suppose that a distortion of the metal–oxygen
octahedra results in a variation of the dielectric response of
the respective solid (in particular, perovskite composition) just
as a structural phase transition (including the transition which
involves the octahedral tilting) does. It has been shown that
the main contribution to the dielectric permittivity of the cubic
double perovskites comes from the first two of their four polar-
phonon modes, namely those corresponding to A ↔ BO6

vibrations and B ↔ O6 stretching [38]. Competition between
temperature variations of the strongest modes determines the
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Figure 7. Compositional dependence of relative permittivity (εr,
solid symbols) and temperature coefficient of the resonant frequency
(τf, open symbols) measured at a gigahertz frequency range for the
(1 − x)LMT–xNMT system [42].

Figure 8. τf versus εr for the (1 − x)LMT–xNMT ceramics.

behaviour of εr(T ) [44]. Distorted perovskites (e.g. LMT)
have more complicated polar-phonon spectra [6]; nevertheless,
the principal contributors to their permittivity are of the same
origin. We believe that deformations of the BO6 octahedra
in respect of both shape and volume can modify the vibration
mode(s) and thereby affect the dielectric response. The polar
units of LMT—the TiO6 octahedra are notably distorted at
room temperature. A degree of their distortion (the relative
ratio of the longest and shortest Ti–O distances) is 1.12%
in comparison with 0.34% for the isostructural perovskite
LZT [36]. Moreover, as mentioned above, a character of
deformation of the octahedra in LMT alters between about
170–300 K (figure 5). As a result, direction and/or available
space for displacements of Ti4+ in the octahedra and hence the
polarizability of these polar units are changed.

Irregular twin domains and dislocations indicative of the
high strain fields have recently been revealed in LMT at
standard conditions [17]. One can suppose that in the vicinity
of room temperature the crystal lattice of this composition is
at the stage of some internal relaxation-like process. Local

strain seems to be partially released by means of re-distribution
of bond distances resulting in certain modification(s) of the
coordination geometry. (Recall the observed change in CN
of lanthanum in LMT.) At the same time, a relatively low
symmetry of the LMT crystal structure can allow some re-
arrangement of the atoms within the same space group P21/n.
We also guess that the particular pattern of the lattice strain
in LMT and ways of the strain release are very individual
and sensitive to its composition and microstructure. It would
explain the spread in the data on the microwave dielectric
characteristics of LMT reported by different authors [5, 7, 8]
(see also figure 8). On the other hand, it is believed that the
suggested effect of distortion of the metal–oxygen octahedra
on the dielectric behaviour has universal character. However,
the contribution to εr due to such a phenomenon is rather
negligible and can be detected (if any) only in the compositions
with a moderate permittivity.

4. Conclusions

The high-resolution neutron diffraction data on LMT have
been refined using the monoclinic P21/n space group (tilt
system a−b+a−) below 1246 K and the rhombohedral R3̄
(a−a−a−) above 1310 K. At the same time, the Mg/Ti ordering
rate was found to remain unchanged (∼94%) over the whole
temperature range investigated. The first-order phase transition
from the monoclinic to the rhombohedral structure occurs
without any intermediate phase. The discontinuous character
of this structure transformation is also confirmed by the
temperature variation of the in-phase tilt angle in the vicinity
of the phase transition. Since the temperature coefficient of
the dielectric permittivity changes sign at this type of structure
transformation, the obtained data on the P21/n–R3̄ crossover
can be useful for development of the temperature-compensated
materials derived from LMT-based perovskite solid solutions.

Specific variations of the Ti–O bond lengths and the
TiO6 octahedra volume are observed both at the discontinuous
phase transition and in the temperature interval about 170–
300 K where the crystal structure of LMT remains monoclinic
P21/n. The variations of these parameters correlate with the
dielectric anomalies in LMT revealed in the vicinity of room
temperature. Deformations of the oxygen octahedra caused by
some relaxation-like process in the crystal lattice are believed
to affect the dielectric behaviour of LMT.
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